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Identified items from 10/2 Load Management event

  - IMPORTANT: DR Hub web service notification is PJM’s primary means to communicate LM dispatch instructions to CSPs
    - EP is a backup
      - LM event that triggers PAI with start time later than posting time could be confusing
- EP email (dispatch and release) needs to be refined
- EP had duplicate notice (next day) of release of each event
  - Fixed – this was a DR Hub integration issue
Identified items from 10/2 Load Management event

- Contact information if CSPs have questions during LM dispatch
  - Contact PJM Control Room, DR Ops or Member Relations hotline
- PJM dispatched voluntary Base even if CSP reported 0 Expected Load Reductions
  - No change – this was done to allow CSP flexibility to decide which customers to dispatch or not dispatch.
These are just REMINDERS that this type of event triggers a PAI.

Click here for all timing details in this Zone.
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